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The Transforming Leader
"What does everyone in the modern world need to know? [The author's] answer to
this most difficult of questions uniquely combines the hard-won truths of ancient
tradition with the stunning revelations of cutting-edge scientific research. [The
author discusses] discussing discipline, freedom, adventure and responsibility,
distilling the world's wisdom into 12 practical and profound rules for life"--

The Myth of Sisyphus And Other Essays
Follows the efforts of Dragon Reborn Rand al'Thor to unite a fractured network of
kingdoms and alliances to prepare for battle against the Shadow.

All the Light We Cannot See
"Written by an experienced practitioner, this book offers spiritual directors a road
map to becoming more fully conscious and proficient in their work, helps directees
learn to discern the good director from the not-so-good, and teaches both director
and directee how to cope in less-than-ideal spiritual-direction situations. The
author describes the four heroic archetypes - Sovereign, Warrior, Seer, Lover - and
the antiheroic archetypes associated with each of them."--BOOK JACKET.

Awakening the Heroes Within
Living in a "perfect" world without social ills, a boy approaches the time when he
will receive a life assignment from the Elders, but his selection leads him to a
mysterious man known as the Giver, who reveals the dark secrets behind the
utopian facade.
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Archetypes at Work
Reflects on the topic of the archetype in psychotherapy, focusing on the myth of
the hero's journey and how each archetype can be used by therapists to help their
patients as well as themselves.

Cardinal Jean-Marie Lustiger on Christians and Jews
A brand’s meaning—how it resonates in the public heart and mind—is a company’s
most valuable competitive advantage. Yet, few companies really know how brand
meaning works, how to manage it, and how to use brand meaning strategically.
Written by best-selling author Carol S. Pearson (The Hero Within) and branding
guru Margaret Mark, this groundbreaking book provides the illusive and compelling
answer. Using studies drawn from the experiences of Nike, Marlboro, Ivory and
other powerhouse brands, the authors show that the most successful brands are
those that most effectively correspond to fundamental patterns in the unconscious
mind known as archetypes. The book provides tools and strategies to: • Implement
a proven system for identifying the most appropriate and leverageable archetypes
for any company and/or brand • Harness the power of the archetype to align
corporate strategy to sustain competitive advantage

The Book of Forgiving
"The heroic quest is about saying 'yes' to yourself and in so doing, becoming more
fully alive and more effective in the world. . . . The quest is replete with dangers
and pitfalls, but it offers great rewards: the capacity to be successful in the world,
knowledge of the mysteries of the human soul, and the opportunity to find and
express your unique gifts in the world." In this bold and original work, Carol S.
Pearson shows that the heroic quest isn't just for certain people under special
circumstances. Exploring the many heroic paths available to each of us, at every
point in our lives, her innovative program enables us to live heroically by activating
and applying twelve archetypes in our lives. This companion to the bestselling The
Hero Within outlines twelve archetypal patterns that can aid inner development
and the quest for wholeness. These archetypes are inner guides that can help us
prepare for the journey, by learning how to become successful members of society;
embark upon the quest, by becoming initiated into the mysteries of the human
soul; and return to transform our lives as a result of claiming our uniqueness and
personal power. Writing for individuals seeking to realize their full potential and
professionals engaged in empowering others, Pearson shows how journeys differ
by the age, gender, and cultural background of the seeker, and how archetypes
help awaken the capacities of our psyches. A unique diagnostic test, the Heroic
Myth Index, and exercise are included to help us understand and awaken our inner
guides.

The Odyssey of Homer
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of
mankind in a series of allegorical visions, grisly images and numerological
predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and
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Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.

Mapping the Organizational Psyche
LitPlan Teacher Packs have a foundation of materials for teaching works of
literature. Over one hundred pages including short answer study questions,
multiple choice quiz questions, discussion questions, writing assignments,
vocabulary worksheets, daily lessons, unit tests, games, puzzles, review materials,
bulletin board ideas, and much more.

What Story are You Living?
The #1 bestselling phenomenon with millions of copies sold around the world -now with a guide to creating your own Celestine Prophecy experience. You have
never read a book like this before--a book that comes along once in a lifetime to
change lives forever. In the rain forests of Peru, an ancient manuscript has been
discovered. Within its pages are 9 key insights into life itself -- insights each human
being is predicted to grasp sequentially; one insight, then another, as we move
toward a completely spiritual culture on Earth. Drawing on ancient wisdom, it tells
you how to make connections among the events happening in your life right now
and lets you see what is going to happen to you in the years to come. The story it
tells is a gripping one of adventure and discovery, but it is also a guidebook that
has the power to crystallize your perceptions of why you are where you are in life
and to direct your steps with a new energy and optimism as you head into
tomorrow. Praise for The Celestine Prophecy "A gripping adventure story filled with
intrigue, suspense, and spiritual revelations." - Commonwealth Journal "A spiritual
classica book to read and reread, to cherish, and to give to friends." - Joan
Borysenko, PhD, author of Fire in the Soul "In his inimitable style of great
storytelling, Redfield opens us up to a world of insight, inspiration, synchronicity,
and power." - Deepak Chopra

The Screwtape Letters (Enhanced Special Illustrated Edition)
How Bad Writing Destroyed the World
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE From the highly acclaimed, multiple awardwinning Anthony Doerr, the beautiful, stunningly ambitious instant New York Times
bestseller about a blind French girl and a German boy whose paths collide in
occupied France as both try to survive the devastation of World War II. Marie-Laure
lives with her father in Paris near the Museum of Natural History, where he works
as the master of its thousands of locks. When she is six, Marie-Laure goes blind
and her father builds a perfect miniature of their neighborhood so she can
memorize it by touch and navigate her way home. When she is twelve, the Nazis
occupy Paris and father and daughter flee to the walled citadel of Saint-Malo,
where Marie-Laure’s reclusive great-uncle lives in a tall house by the sea. With
them they carry what might be the museum’s most valuable and dangerous jewel.
In a mining town in Germany, the orphan Werner grows up with his younger sister,
enchanted by a crude radio they find. Werner becomes an expert at building and
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fixing these crucial new instruments, a talent that wins him a place at a brutal
academy for Hitler Youth, then a special assignment to track the resistance. More
and more aware of the human cost of his intelligence, Werner travels through the
heart of the war and, finally, into Saint-Malo, where his story and Marie-Laure’s
converge. Doerr’s “stunning sense of physical detail and gorgeous metaphors”
(San Francisco Chronicle) are dazzling. Deftly interweaving the lives of Marie-Laure
and Werner, he illuminates the ways, against all odds, people try to be good to one
another. Ten years in the writing, a National Book Award finalist, All the Light We
Cannot See is a magnificent, deeply moving novel from a writer “whose sentences
never fail to thrill” (Los Angeles Times).

The House on Mango Street
Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Nobel Peace Prize winner, Chair of The Elders, and
Chair of South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission, along with his
daughter, the Reverend Mpho Tutu, offer a manual on the art of
forgiveness—helping us to realize that we are all capable of healing and
transformation. Tutu's role as the Chair of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission
taught him much about forgiveness. If you asked anyone what they thought was
going to happen to South Africa after apartheid, almost universally it was predicted
that the country would be devastated by a comprehensive bloodbath. Yet, instead
of revenge and retribution, this new nation chose to tread the difficult path of
confession, forgiveness, and reconciliation. Each of us has a deep need to forgive
and to be forgiven. After much reflection on the process of forgiveness, Tutu has
seen that there are four important steps to healing: Admitting the wrong and
acknowledging the harm; Telling one's story and witnessing the anguish; Asking for
forgiveness and granting forgiveness; and renewing or releasing the relationship.
Forgiveness is hard work. Sometimes it even feels like an impossible task. But it is
only through walking this fourfold path that Tutu says we can free ourselves of the
endless and unyielding cycle of pain and retribution. The Book of Forgiving is both
a touchstone and a tool, offering Tutu's wise advice and showing the way to
experience forgiveness. Ultimately, forgiving is the only means we have to heal
ourselves and our aching world.

What Flavor is Your Personality?
Originally published: Hollywood, CA: Lone Eagle Pub., c2000.

The Hero Within
"The heroic quest is about saying 'yes' to yourself and in so doing, becoming more
fully alive and more effective in the world. . . . The quest is replete with dangers
and pitfalls, but it offers great rewards: the capacity to be successful in the world,
knowledge of the mysteries of the human soul, and the opportunity to find and
express your unique gifts in the world." In this bold and original work, Carol S.
Pearson shows that the heroic quest isn't just for certain people under special
circumstances. Exploring the many heroic paths available to each of us, at every
point in our lives, her innovative program enables us to live heroically by activating
and applying twelve archetypes in our lives. This companion to the bestselling The
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Hero Within outlines twelve archetypal patterns that can aid inner development
and the quest for wholeness. These archetypes are inner guides that can help us
prepare for the journey, by learning how to become successful members of society;
embark upon the quest, by becoming initiated into the mysteries of the human
soul; and return to transform our lives as a result of claiming our uniqueness and
personal power. Writing for individuals seeking to realize their full potential and
professionals engaged in empowering others, Pearson shows how journeys differ
by the age, gender, and cultural background of the seeker, and how archetypes
help awaken the capacities of our psyches. A unique diagnostic test, the Heroic
Myth Index, and exercise are included to help us understand and awaken our inner
guides.

Persephone Rising
THE HERO WITHIN In 'The Hero with a Thousand Faces', Joseph Campbell
introduced readers to the significance of myth and archetype in understanding who
we are and how we live our lives. Carol Pearson's best-selling 'The Hero Within'
combines liter

The Female Hero in American and British Literature
Fans of the hit TV show Heroes will love Quantum Prophecy! Ten years ago, all the
superhumans vanished. No one knows what happened to them--until now. Thirteenyear-olds Danny and Colin are shocked to discover that they are in fact the
beginning of a renewed superhuman race. As they rise to take the place of the lost
generation, the unimaginable truth behind the explosive final battle that occurred
ten years ago between the superheroes and the supervillains is exposed. And
when the past resurfaces, Danny and his fellow superheroes must face the new
challenges that threaten their survival. On the run from everyone, and not knowing
who is friend or foe, the one ability the new heroes are going to need most is the
power to distinguish good from evil.

Invisible Forces II
One of the most influential works of this century, The Myth of Sisyphus and Other
Essays is a crucial exposition of existentialist thought. Influenced by works such as
Don Juan and the novels of Kafka, these essays begin with a meditation on suicide;
the question of living or not living in a universe devoid of order or meaning. With
lyric eloquence, Albert Camus brilliantly posits a way out of despair, reaffirming the
value of personal existence, and the possibility of life lived with dignity and
authenticity.

Finding Your Own True North
Demonstrates how food preferences can provide clues about personality types and
help predict behavior.

Power of Archetypes
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Nautilus Award Winner In this empowering work, the bestselling author of The Hero
Within and Awakening the Heroes Within speaks to the heroine in every woman,
offering potent strategies to forge lives of greater happiness and
fulfillment—through activating the archetypes inherent in the ancient Greek myth
of Demeter and Persephone. Our era of professional and familial pressures,
constant connection, and a renewed debate on “having it all” presents
unprecedented challenges to contemporary women. In Persephone Rising,
celebrated scholar of depth psychology and archetypes Carol S. Pearson brings a
fresh vision for meeting those challenges and rising above them, as only she can.
Drawing on her profound understanding of myth's enduring power to catalyze
transformations, Pearson guides readers on a journey of self-discovery, teaching us
how to activate and apply the archetypes of Demeter and Persephone, as well as
Zeus and Dionysus, in our own lives— empowering readers to see the unexpected
choices and opportunities available to us all. Illuminating ancient wisdom for a
modern audience, Persephone Rising offers meaningful and effective strategies to
answer the call to heroism in our own lives: to locate and harness the unique
potential within each of ourselves, and ultimately to develop our own innate heroic
gifts. Just as Demeter and Persephone discovered, in the midst of great difficulty,
their own powers, gifts, and abilities for creating a better path not only for
themselves, but the world, Persephone Rising teaches that each one of us has
more options than choosing whether to lean in or out—we have the power to
change ourselves, and thus our world.

The Awakening #1
Literary history meets economic policy in this entertaining polemic on the ethical
and potentially destructive power of terrible literature.

The Hero Within
Anyone can master the fundamentals of game design - no technological expertise
is necessary. The Art of Game Design: A Book of Lenses shows that the same basic
principles of psychology that work for board games, card games and athletic
games also are the keys to making top-quality videogames. Good game design
happens when you view your game from many different perspectives, or lenses.
While touring through the unusual territory that is game design, this book gives the
reader one hundred of these lenses - one hundred sets of insightful questions to
ask yourself that will help make your game better. These lenses are gathered from
fields as diverse as psychology, architecture, music, visual design, film, software
engineering, theme park design, mathematics, writing, puzzle design, and
anthropology. Anyone who reads this book will be inspired to become a better
game designer - and will understand how to do it.

The Hero and the Outlaw: Building Extraordinary Brands
Through the Power of Archetypes
Are you in charge of your life? Or are you being swept away by things that are
seemingly out of your control? In AWAKEN THE GIANT WITHIN, Anthony Robbins,
the bestselling author of UNLIMITED POWER, shows the reader how to take
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immediate control of their mental, emotional, physical and financial
destiny.Anthony Robbins has devoted more than half his life to helping people
discover and develop their own unique qualities of greatness. He is considered one
the world's leading exponents in the science of peak performance and is
committed to assisting people in achieving personal and professionl mastery.
'AWAKEN THE GIANT WITHIN is a fascinating, intriguing presentation of cutting
edge findings and insights across a broad spectrum of issues, including the
growing consciousness that true success is anchored in enduring values and
service to others' STEPHEN R. COVEY Author of bestselling THE 7 HABITS OF
HIGHLY EFFECTIVE PEOPLE

Energy and Personal Power
Discover your own hero's journey and how to encourage others on their paths to
self-understanding. In Depth Coaching, author Pat Adson explores the skills and
attitudes needed to assist people in developing their full potential. As a detailed
guide for therapists, life coaches and any one interested in helping others on the
journey, this book provides the tools for an intense study of personal
developmental issues. Based on the work of Carol Pearson, co-developer of the
Pearson-Marr Archetype Indicator" instrument, Depth Coaching emphasizes the
practice of positive psychology based on development rather than disease. Each
section of the journey contains a workbook.Initially resisting the call to become a
"life" coach, author and psychologist Pat Adson discovered the rewarding benefits
of helping others explore paths to meaning and balance. She notes, however, that
this is a vocation undertaken only after one has fulfilled his or her own journey.
Inspired by Carol Pearson's work with self-development through archetypes, Adson
set out to explore her own "hero's journey." The result of her exploration is this
step-by-step guide created for all who wish to take the journey or to coach others
on their paths."Coaching as a discipline," Adson tells readers, "is a client-centered
way of working with individuals to help them achieve their goals, balance their
lives, and attain fulfillment. Coaching focuses on clients' lifelong development
rather than the remediation of past wounds. The coach and client collaborate as
partners or peers in a relationship that is symmetric rather than
paternalistic.Therapists, educators, and spiritual leaders will find Adson's methods
useful in developing their own strengths as well as encouraging clients toward
embarking on their personal journeys. Individuals and anyone who wishes to
support themselves or others through growth and development will also find this
work enlightening and helpful.

Ultraviolent Movies
No organizational leaders can succeed in today’s fast evolving and highly
connected world on their own. To succeed, today’s leaders must not only optimize
all their own faculties—mental sharpness, emotional depth, imagination, and
creativity—but also utilize the full capacities of those around them in a
collaborative and creative manner. The prestigious contributors to this volume
draw on psychology, sociology, neuroscience, social networking theory,
organizational change theory, myths and traditions, and actual experiences to
discover how leaders today achieve transformational results. The Transforming
Leader offers an overview of what transformational leadership is, how it works, and
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how it is evolving. In doing so it reframes the challenge of leading in today’s
interdependent, unpredictable world.

The Celestine Prophecy
This book is enhanced with content such as audio or video, resulting in a large file
that may take longer to download than expected. The Deluxe Illustrated Edition of
a Timeless Classic Now with this enhanced edition, readers can gain additional
insight through video interviews, audio excerpts and letters from C. S. Lewis. First
published in 1942, The Screwtape Letters has sold millions of copies world-wide
and is recognized as a milestone in the history of popular theology. A masterpiece
of satire, it entertains readers with its sly and ironic portrayal of human life and
foibles from the vantage point of Screwtape, a highly placed assistant to “Our
Father Below.” At once wildly comic, deadly serious, and strikingly original, The
Screwtape Letters is the most engaging account of temptation—and triumph over
it—ever written.

The Hero of Ages
A modern classic of Jungian psychology, The Hero Within has helped hundreds of
thousands of people enrich their lives by revealing how to tap the power of the
archetypes that exist within. Drawing from literature, anthropology, and
psychology, author Carol S. Pearson clearly defines six heroic archetypes—the
Innocent, the Orphan, the Wanderer, the Warrior, the Altruist, and the
Magician—and shows how we can use these powerful guides to discover our own
hidden gifts, solve difficult problems, and transform our lives with rich sources of
inner strength. This book will speak deeply to the evolving hero in all of us and
reverberate through every part of our lives. With poignant wisdom and prolific
examples, it gives us enduring tools to help us develop our own innate heroic
gifts—the Orphan's resilience, the Wanderer's independence, the Warrior's
courage, the Altruist's compassion, the Innocent's faith, and the Magician's abiding
power.

12 Rules for Life
In the midst of self-reflection and restructuring, today s corporate culture is ready
for sweeping change and innovation. Mapping the Organizational Psyche offers
courageous business leaders the opportunity to delve deeper into the corporate
consciousness. Taking a cue from C.J. Jung s work on the collective unconscious,
authors John G. Corlett and Carol S. Pearson examine the organizational psyche
and pose solutions to complex challenges through the use of archetypal concepts.
Included is a workbook section that allows readers to assess their own
organizations.

Depth Coaching
A journey through a land where Milo learns the importance of words and numbers
provides a cure for his boredom.
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The Art of Game Design
Revelation
On Guerrilla Warfare
Deep within your mind is a realm filled with powerful symbols that drive your
thoughts, behaviors, and actions--often without your knowledge. This is the hidden
world of "archetypes": universal symbols responsible for who you are, how the
world sees you, and what you believe about yourself and your life's purpose. The
Power of Archetypes will help you identify, understand, and work with the
archetypes that exist beyond your conscious awareness to create your reality
"behind the scenes." You will also learn how to clear out old symbols that may be
blocking you from the happiness and success you dream of. You will examine: The
roles of the subconscious and collective unconscious in shaping your identity, and
why it is so hard to change "you." The most common archetypes and what they
symbolize. Global archetypes in religion, politics, and pop culture, and how they
affect you. Ways to identify archetypes working in your life and the skills to change
them and become more authentic. Archetypes reveal your plot and your purpose.
The good news is, if you don't like them, you can choose more empowering
symbols to create a completely new story of your life.

The Giver
Archetypes at WorkTM is a new cutting-edge method to assess and develop people
and organizations to become fit for the future. Archetypes are underlying patterns
of human nature and experience.

Awakening the Heroes Within
The Phantom Tollbooth
Emperor Elend Venture, having survived only to become a Mistborn himself,
struggles to find clues by the Lord Ruler that will save his world, while a guiltconsumed Vin takes on a task of ending the cosmic power of the Ruin mystic force.

The Complete Writer's Guide to Heroes and Heroines
The first documented, systematic study of a truly revolutionary subject, this 1937
text remains the definitive guide to guerrilla warfare. It concisely explains
unorthodox strategies that transform disadvantages into benefits.

Hero Within - Rev. & Expanded Ed.
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Awakening the Heroes Within
The Gathering Storm
A history of extreme violence in movies analyzes the public response to this evergrowing phenomenon, tracing its beginnings in films such as Bonnie and Clyde and
discussing how it fits into the artistic vision of filmmakers including Quentin
Tarantino and Martin Scorcese. Original.

Awaken The Giant Within
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